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BOOK 4

Tieg. Rumbling H.

Appox. 1962

1/4 cor. 7.8 - W.10.

(North western)

Cor. is 2 1/2 in long pipe 2 in.

Above ground 8 feet which A

Albert Jan. 9th 1924.

From post 5.88 W. 156.7 feet.

July 15 1924

Francis A. Smith

Gale Arthur

R. Cor. 15.10 south of white marker post. See hat section to replace the post.

15.10 - 1.39

1/4 cor. 13.18

Cor. is north of cheese factory and at fence cor. is secured white marker post with yellow forestry tag. 1 feet north of cor. - cor. is 1 inch iron pipe. No bit available.

July 15 1924

Francis A. Smith

Gale Arthur